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Abstract 
An interpretative implementation for a sublanguage of ALGOL 68 is informally 
described in this report. Since the implementation has been written in 
ALGOL 60 and there is no translation from ALGOL 68 source text to an object 
program, a high degree of machine independence has been achieved. The 
report includes both the text of the interpreter and some typical ALGOL 68 
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.An implementer of a high-level programming language will have to pay atten-
tion to a number of general implementation aspects which may include: 
• efficiency with respect to speed and to use.of (core) memory, 
• completeness, 
• error diagnostics or even error correction, 
• machine independence, 
flexibility with respect to future language revisions, 
• readability. 
As many implementers are concerned about the first three of these points 
in particular, and because of the ambitious nature of the language, the 
implementatiton of ALGOL 68 [1] is generally considered to be a very big 
software project. Although there is no doubt that these three points are 
very important, it may also be worthwile to gain some experience with a 
simpler type of ALGOL 68 implementation, with less emphasis on machine 
efficiency, no error correction facilities and perhaps some language re-
strictions, and to see whether other aspects, such as machine independence, 
flexibility and readab:lity,may be improved as a consequence of these 
concessions. 
A tolerant attitude towards the requirements of machine efficiency leads 
the implementer to the idea of using a high-level language like ALGOL 60 
which has, of course, well-known advantages over the traditional use of 
assembler languages. Choosing ALGOL 60 for this purpose, at least two kinds 
of highly machine independent implementations can be thought of. 
The first is an ALGOL 68 compiler, written in ALGOL 60, and producing an 
object program in ALGOL 60. 
The second is to use ALGOL 60 for the implementation, but to produce no 
object program at all, i.e. to let the implementation consist of an ALGOL 68 
interpreter, written in ALGOL 60. Since the latter approach involves no 
object program, it seems to be conceptually simpler than the former. As to 
machine efficiency, it is clear that we must not expect too much of such an 
interpreter, at least not if we are interested in the execution speed of 
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production jobs. 
From a more theoretical point of view, this interpretative type of imple-
mentation might have some value in the following sense. Semantic actions 
are described in the Report [1] in a very concise and almost algorithmic 
way, but not in a form that can be presented to a machine in order to per-
form these actions. In an interpreter, however, the semantic actions are 
described in such a form. This description is more direct in an interpreter 
than in a compil~r where the actions are only prepared. 
In view of these considerations an interpreter was written in ALGOL 60. It 
will be discussed in the next chapters of this report. 
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2. Elaboration as a side-effect of syntactic analysis 
The top-down method for syntactic analysis has well-known attractive prop-
erties. The method is presented in a tutorial manner by Knuth [4]. It has 
often been illustrated by parsing simple pieces of ALGOL 60 programs. Top-
down parsing is less often described using ALGOL 60 as a tool, however. Yet 
this can be done very well by means of a set of Boolean procedures. A method 
for generating such a set automatically, was suggested by Koster [2]. 
Although this idea is very attractive, the Boolean procedures mentioned in 
the sequel of this report were written by hand. They are based on the 
assumption that the program to be analysed is stored in an integer array X, 
and that at any moment a global integer p, the so-called program pointer, 
has such a value that X[p] is the point from which the analysis has to 
proceed at that moment. Initially, p=1. Now consider the production rule 
for some notion N of a given context-free grammar. Then there is a Boolean 
procedure N with the task to determine whether or not the array X contains 
a terminal production of N starting at X[p] for the current value of p. 
If there is not such a terminal production the value faZse is delivered. 
If, however, there is, the value true is delivered, and the procedure has 
to perform at least one additional task, namely to set the program pointer 
p to the new value p' where X[p 1 ] is the point in the program immediately 
after the found terminal production. 
The two tasksmentioned, of which the second is a typical side effect, suffice 
for the syntactic analysis; the following hypothetic example may show how this 
can be done: 
Example 1 
A B; p,q; C,D 
B r,A; u 
C t,u. 
D v; w,D,z 
In contrast to the ALGOL 68 report, here capital and small letters mean 
notions and (terminal) symbols, respectively. 
To analyse in ALGOL 60 whether a given integer array X contains a terminal 
production of A, and assuming that p has a correct initial value, say 1, 
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we need just call the Boolean procedure A, given below, which will yield 
the desired answer tPue or false: 
Boolean pPoaedu:Pe INP (s); integeP s; 
if X[p] =s then begin INP:= tPue; p:=p+l end eise INP:=faZse; 
BooZean pPoaedu:Pe AND (U, V); Boolean U, V; 
begin integeP pold; pold:=p; 
end· _,




Boolean pPoaedu:Pe A; 
A:= :!:.f.. B then ~ else 
:!:.f.. AND (INP(p), INP(q)) £!E1_ t!:J.!!_ ~ 
AND(C,D); 
Boolean pPoaedu:Pe B; 
B:= i.f. AND(INP(p) ,A) then tpue eZse INP(u); 
Boolean pPoaedUPe C; 
C:= AND(INP(t), INP(u)); 
Boolean pPoaedUPe D; 
D:= :!:.f.. INP(v) then tPue else 
AND(INP(w), AND(D,INP(z))); 
It may be a useful exercise to verify by means of these procedures that 
rrtuwwwvzzz 
is a terminal production of the notion A. 
Of course, the Boolean expressions 
:f:i. E then F else false 
and 
if G then ~ else H_, 
must not be replaced by 
EA F 
and 
G v H , 
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respectively, since in the former expressions, it depends on E and G 
whether F and H, respectively, will be evaluated, but in the latter expres-
sions both operands will be evaluated in any case. 
Although this undesirable behaviour of the A - and v - operators has often 
been mentioned by others, it may be observed that top-down parsing is an-
other example where it would be particularly convenient if A and v had the 
property that the second operand is only evaluated if the evaluation of the 
first operand does not suffice to determine the result. If they had this 
property, both expressions 
-J:.t. -J:.t. A then B eZse faZse then C else false 
and 
-J:.t. -J:.t. A then (if B then C else faZse) else false, 
e.g., could be replaced by 
The transformation of grammar rules into Boolean procedures, as sketched 
above, is not allowed for each context-free grammar. If it is for some 
CF-grammar, ca.re has to be taken in choosing the order of the alternatives 
of a given notion. 
For these reasons the following considerations may be useful. 
Suppose that a is a string of n terminal symbols, Sis the string composed 
of the first m symbols of a (O< m<n) in the same order, and both a and S 
are produced by a notion N. Now if a terminal production of N has to be 
recognized, starting at X[p] , 
and it happens that 
a= X[p] •••• X[p+n-1] and 
S = X[p] ••• X[p+m-1] , 
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we want to make a definitive choice. 
An example of such a situation is the choice between the real denotation 
12.3 and the integral denotation 12, if a denotation has to be recognized 
and the four symbols 12.3 are available in X[p] ••• X[p+3]. In this 
example the second alternative must not be taken, because otherwise the 
two symbols .3 in X[p+l] and X[p+2] cannot be parsed afterwards. This 
knowledge cannot be derived from the rule for the notion "denotation", but 
other rules have.to be considered as well. 
Similarly, in the general case above we will reject the choice of the 
shorter string a if the longer string a is also available as a candidate. 
By this strategy, a grammar with the rules 
N P,Q. 
P u,v; u 
Q v,w , 
cannot be used in this form to recognize the string uvw as a terminal 
production of N, so not all context free grammars are suited for our method. 
For the grammar rules 
N P,Q 
p u,v; u. 
Q w. 
uvw can be recbgnized, however. The procedure body for Pis 
P := i:t. AND (INP(u),INP(v)) then~~ INP(u) 
For reasons of efficiency, however, the rule for Pis preferably replaced 
by the rules 
P u,R 
R V ; 
Now the same considerations as above apply to R, with a= v, n = 1, a=£ 
( the null string) , m = O. The procedure body for R might be 
R := i:t. INP(v) then true else true • 
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It is well-known that for top-down parsing, left-recursive rules have to 
be excluded. This phenomenon and many other interesting topics concerning 
syntactic analysis are extensively discussed by Knuth [4]. 
Syntactic analysis is only part of an implementation. If the implementation 
had the task to produce an object program, this, or some preparation for it, 
would have been accomplished by another side-effect of the Boolean proce-
dures. In an interpreter, however, the semantic actions themselves may be 
executed; in other words, the elaboration of a notion may take place as a 
side-effect of the Boolean procedure corresponding to that notion. If the 
notion was e.g. formula, and the found terminal production was 3+4 it may 
be our intention that the sum 7 is immediately yielded. On the other hand, 
it has sometimes to be decided whether there can be found a terminal 
production of a given notion, starting at X[p], and if so, p should be 
advanced, but the elaboration side-effect must not take place. Still an-
other possibility exists, namely the requirement that only defining occur-
rences of either labels or modes, if present, are dealt with. This will be 
discussed for labels in chapter 8. 
So there are three cases with respect to the desired elaboration side-
effect. Information about this is supplied to the procedure by means of 
a formal parameter q of which the corresponding actual parameter may have 
one out of three values. These three actual parameter values are written 
here as the letters f, g and h, which might be associated with the speed 
of the scanning process: 
q = f (fly) no elaboration required 
q = h (hasten) only defining occurr1,mces of labels and modes 
are to be dealt with 
q = g (go) all other elaboration actions required. 
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3. The internal representation of the ALGOL 68 text 
The input for the interpreter is an ALGOL 68 program whose smallest com-
pounding parts, at this level, are characters. 
Thus the piece of ALGOL 68 text 
'INT' TEMP:=100; 
is a sequence of· 16 characters. 
The first step after the program has been read character by character, is 
to form symbols from small sequences of characters, e.g. the five character 
sequence 'INT' is replaced by the integral symbol int and the two character 
sequence:= is replaced by the becomes symbol:=. Blank spaces that are not 
inside string denotations are omitted, of course. During this lexical scan 
the integer array X, mentioned before, is filled. For a tag, such as TEMP, 
only one element of Xis used, containing both a reference to a point in an 
auxiliary integer array MISC, where the letters of the tag are stored if 
they were not alrP.ady, and the mark "tag", for recognition purposes later 
on. Likewise an integral denotation like 100,is stored into the auxiliary 
array MISC and a reference to this is put into array X, together with the 
mark "int". 
Now the example above may be represented internally as follows 
i MISC[Z] 
1 int .. 1 4 
2 ("tag", 1) 2 t 
3 ·- 3 e .
4 ("int, 6) L: m 5 . p , 1 
7 100 
The array MISC is used for miscellaneous purposes. It contains variable 
length items, which are all mutually different. Immediately preceding each 
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item, its length is written. Now if e.g. the tag TEMP is encountered later 
on, perhaps with a completely different meaning like a label or a selector, 
a search for TEMP is performed in MISC and when it is found at the point 
Z', this value Z' is written into array X, together with the mark "tag". 
This mark is simply a unique small integer, also called a mnemonic constant. 
A number pair like ( "tag", Z) is stored as the integer "tag" * C + Z. Here 
C is some appropriate large integer, e.g. 100 000. Besides the mentioned 
marks "tag" and "int" there are also the marks "reaZ" "ind" "ahar" and . ' , , 
"string" for real denotations, indications, character denotations and string 
denctations, respectively. They are all coupled with a reference Z which, 
with the exception of "real", points to the integer array MISC, where the 
characters composing the given denotation or indication are stored. To 
store real denotations a real array RNR, instead of the integer array MISC, 
is used. Here each item consists of only one element, so the item need not 
be preceded by the item length. A pleasant property of the sketched method 
of internal representation is the lack of limitations with respect to the 
.lengths of tags and indications other than those which are implied by the 
finite size of array MISC. 
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4. The internal representation of values 
In ALGOL 68 the elaboration of a notion like a serial clause, a unit, a 
tertiary, a secondary or a primarY,, delivers a value. Such a value may dis-
appear shortly after it is created, like the value of (a+b) in the elabora-
tion of the formula 
(a+b) * c • 
On the other hand, there may be a mode identifier (or an operator) that 
possesses the given value, which relationship should hold for some time. 
Consider, as an example, the identity declaration 
inti= 5 
As we are now using the output produced by the lexical scan, we have the 
number pairs ("tag", 1f) for i, and ("int", Z5) for 5 in array X, with 
MISC [Zi] = 1 
MISC [Zi+l] = the integral representation for the character i 
MISC cz5J = 1 
MISC [ Z 5 + 1 ] = 5 • 
Now as a result of the elaboration of the given identity declaration, zi 
is written in the first free element L[j] of the integer array L. This 
array L will be regarded as the first column of a two column table, called 
link table, the second column being integer array V. Since the identifier 
i is to possess the value 5, it looks attractive to set V[j] to 5 by which 
the relationship to "possess" between an external and an internal object 
would simply be visualised by the contents of a row of our link table. 
Unfortunately this cannot be done this way in general because not every 
value in ALGOL 68 will fit in a single integer array element V[j]. More-
over, not only the value itself, but also information about the mode of 
this value has to be stored. A third reason for introducing something else 
than the link table to store values is the superfluity of column L for 
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"anonymous" values like a+b in the formula (a+b)*c. Here we meet something 
characteristic for ALGOL 68. In most other languages it is not necessary 
to bother about the way in which such an intermediate result a+b is stored 
since this value appears only very temporarily in a s~ngle machine word or 
even in a register, whereas in ALGOL 68 this value a+b may have quite a 
complicated structure. It would probably be efficient with respect to stor-
age space, to store values of some simple mode in a table, different from 
a table used for values of a more complicated mode, or to use some method 
for mapping a given value onto a one-dimensional arra;y. For reasons of 
simplicity, however, but at the cost of a less efficient use of storage, 
a very easy and general method to represent values is chosen in our inter-
preter. Values, simple or complicated, anonymous or possessed by either an 
identifier or an operator, are all stored in a so called value table. This 
consists of the five columns A, B, C, D, E. 
Each of the columns A, B, C and Dis an integer array.Eis a real array. 
Now as a result of the elaboration of 
inti= 5 
w~ obtain the following picture 
j L[j] V[j] V I A[v] B[v] 
int 5 
link table value table 
In column V of the link table, a reference to the vi-th row of the value 
table is stored, where vi is obtained using a free-list technique. In the 
value table, columns A and B contain the mark "int" and the number 5, 
respectively. Columns C and E have no function for this simple case; 
column D has, as will appear in the sequel. 
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For a boolean value the mark "bool" will appear in column A and the integer 
1 or O in column B for tr-ue or faZse, respectively. 
Likewise for a character, the mark "ahar" is put into column A, and an 
integer representation of a character into column B. A real number will be 
put into column E, in which case column Bis not used and the mark "real" 
is in column A. 
Now suppose that after the identity declaration 
int i = 5 
with the resulting picture above, the variable declaration 
int x:=i, int y 
follows. 
Then the given picture will be supplemented as follows. 
j L[j] V[j] V A[v] B[v] 
zi vi 
==1__.vi zX vx int 5 
zY vY ~~ ref vi ref * V 
* int V 
A line in the link table appears for x and for y. The references vx and vY 
are put into column V of these lines, pointing to new lines in the value 
table with the mark "ref" in column A, since x and y have modes beginning 
with "reference to". Now x has to refer to the integral value i, so vi is 
put into B[vx]. Likewise, y has the mode "reference to integral" but no 
integral object for y to refer to is given by the declaration. Yet the given 
information about the mode of y has to be stored somehow. This is done here 
by creating a new integral value on a line v* and by assigning v* to 
B[vY]. Note that v*~vY+l may hold. It will be clear that a mode beginning 
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with more than one "reference to" will easily be represented in the .value 
table by additional lines with "ref" in column A and values v in column B. 
The representation of a multiple value consists of three parts in the value 
table. The first part is the so-called "initial line" with the mark "row", 
a reference vd to the descriptor, and the number (say n) of subscripts in 
columns A, Band C, respectively. The second part is the descriptor part, 
. "th . d "th starting wi line V, wi 
A[vd] = 1 or O, for the state (strict or flex), 
B[vd] Je, a reference to the first ~lement, 
C[vd] c, the offset, being 1 in most cases. 
This line is immediately followed by n lines, one for each subscript. For 
subscript i (i=l, ••• ,n) we have 
A[vd+i] Z., the lower bound of -Lhe i-th subscript, 
1., 
B[vd+i] = u., the upper bound of the i-th subscript, 
1., 
C[vd+i] = d., the stride of the i-th subscript. 
1., 
The third part is filled as follows. If u. > z. for all i (l<i<n), the 
n 1., = 1., == 
number of elements ism= II (u.-Z.+1), and the elements, or at least 
. 1 1., 1., i= 
their initial lines, are stored at the lines Je, ••• ,Je+m-1, in the usual 
order; otherwise one fictitious element is stored in the same way, using 
line vfe. 
Thus the example 
[5: 6, 21: 23] int a; 
will result in the following scheme: 
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In the chosen method of representation, it is essential that, if an initial 
line of some value is complemented by other lines, these other lines need 
not immediately follow the initial line, but may appear at any point in the 
value table. 
Another application of this principle is the representation of a structured 
value. Like a multiple value, a structured value is represented in the 
value table by several parts, the first of which is its initial line. 
In the first three columns, this line contains the mark "struct", a refer-
ence vd to a "descriptor", and the number (n) of fields. 
The descriptor, being the second pa.rt, consists of the lines 
d d 1 d 1 . V, V + , ••• ,V +n-, with 
B[vd + i 1] = vi, a reference to (the initial line of) the i-th field 
C[vd + i - 1] = zi, the unique representation, see chapter 3, of the tag 
used for the i-th selector 
(i=1, ••• ,n). 
Finally,each field of the structured value is represented in the general 
way.in which values a.re stored, i.e. the i-th field or its initial line 
is vi. In contrast to a multiple value, the initial lines vi of the elements 
of a structured value need not be consecutive. 
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The next example will show that the value table is not only used to store 
values. It will not only illustrate the representation of a structured 
value, but show the treatment of a mode declaration and a collateral clause 
as well. 
Consider the declarations 
mode Vee= struet (int x,y,z); 
vee a-:-- (1,2,3) 
For the present version of the interpreter, these two declarations must not 
be interchanged. 
The ALGOL 68 report states that the elaboration of a mode declaration in-
volves no action. The interpreter, indeed, performs no substantial action 
in elaborating the mode declaration; it only makes a note where the mode 
declaration occurs in the program, to be able to use it afterwards. For 
this note, both the link table and the value table are used. In chapter 3, 
it was mentioned that an indication is represented as a number pair 
("ind", 7,,) in a single element of array X. So both occurrences of the mode 
. d. t. . ( ,,,,.nd", -iVee). N dl f th in ica ion ~ appear as the pair ,., 1,, ow, regar ess o e 
t( xt following the equals symbol, the effect of 
mode vee = . . . . 
. . . . . . L[J.] __ -iVee, V[J'] __ vvee, to will be both the addition of a line J, with 1,, 
the link table and the addition of a line vvee to the value table,where 
A[vvee] is set to the mark "newmode", and C[vvee] is set to the value p', 
pointing to the beginning of the actual mode declarer in array X. 
On encountering the second occurrence of E!:,£, vvee is looked up in the link 
table with the given -z,Vee, in a way to be described in chapter 6. Using 
vvee, the value of p' = C[vvee] is found and now the current value p of the 
program pointer is temporarily replaced by p', in order to use the normal 
syntactic analysis and elaboration procedures, resulting in a new, ficti-
tious value of the mode struet (int x,y,z). This value is represented in 
the value table as described above. The next elementary step is to 
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elaborate the given collateral clause. Since a collateral clause may also 
be used in connection with a multiple value, the interpreter creates first 
an intermediate value, using in its initial line the mark "coZZat", a 
reference v' and the number (sey n) of elements; v' points to the consec-
utive lines v', v'+l, ••• , v'+n-1 where the elements or at least their 
initial lines are stored. Afterwards, this intermediate value is transform-
. ed into either a structured value or a multiple value and its space in the 
value table is released. The ultimate picture resulting from the two 
given declarations is 
J L[j] V[j] V A[v] 















Since a routine is a value in ALGOL 68 which may be possessed by an 
identifier or an operator, it belongs in the value table like the values 
met before. It is more appropriate, however, to store only part of it in 
the value table, together with a reference p, pointing to the beginning 
p of the routine text X[p], X[p+l] , •••• 
Consider the example 
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proe f =(inti, real r) booZ: 5 *it 2 > r; 
EE. B =(inti) int: i * i + i; 
The resulting picture will be given first and then explained. 
j L[j] . V[j] V A[v] B[v] C[v] 
if J7L~ booZ zB VB V'i int 
vr real 
J proe J' 




VB B' proe V 
B' -10 
B 
V p , 
VB +1 vi , i VB +2 V 
The first three lines of the value table are always filled as shown 1.n the 
picture, so this 1.s not a result of the given declarations. 
A routine starts 1.n the value table with an initial line v containing the 
mark "proc: 11 and a reference V' to a second part of the table. If the routine 
is not possessed by an operator, B[v'] is the number (n) of formal para-
meters and C[v'] is a reference pointing to the beginning of the routine 
text in array X (if this routine text is contained in the particular 
program under consideration). The next n+1 lines contain the mode that the 
routine is to deliver and the modes of the formal parameters. Here a mode 
is given by a reference to a value having this mode. If the routine is 
possessed by an operator its internal representation is similar, except 
for B[v']. Here the priority number of the operator is stored negatively, 
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where -10 means that the operator is monadic. For routines whose routine 
texts are not contained in the particular program, but are available by 
virtue of the standard prelude, the value C[v'] is not a (positive) pro-
gram pointer value, but a negative number corresponding uniquely to such 
a routine. 
An identifier w~th some mode united from other modes is stored in the 
link table as a pair (Z,v) like other identifiers. In the value table, the 
mark "union" is put into A[v]. If v',v", ••• ,v(n) are the initial lines of 
values whose modes are exactly the modes from which the given mode is 
united, and if v0 is the value possessed by the identifier at a given 
moment, then this is represented internally by 
B[v] * C[v] = Vo V , , 
* v' * B[v] , C[v] =n ., 
* B[v +1] v" . . 
B[v*~-1] = v(n) . 
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5. The elaboration of a formula 
It seems attractive to treat the operators of the standard prelude, called 
"elementary operators" here, and the operators declared in the program in 
the same way as much as possible. Therefore, data concerning these elemen-
tary operators are stored in the first part of the value table beforehand. 
This is done by putting a unique negative number for each elementary opera-
tor in column C, as mentioned in the previous chapter. Likewise, part of 
the link table is filled beforehand, with a line (Z,v) for each elementary 
operator. 
For the elaboration of a formula a modified version of a well-known method 
is used, namely the method of transforming the formula into Reverse Polish. 
Instead of this fo1~, the value of the formula is the result, however. This 
result is delivered in the value table, and a global variable z is made to 
point to its initial line. A piece of ALGOL 60 text will show this princi-
ple and some general constructions as well. In this text, the neater form 
uJhiZe ••• do ••• 
is used instead of 
for dummy: =dummy whi Ze • • • do 
Some general self-explanatory procedures are: 
BooZean proaedu.Pe LOOK (A); BooZean A; 
begin integer poZd; 
poZd:=p; LOOK:=A; p:=poZd 
BooZean proaedu.Pe LOOK2 (A,B); BooZean A,B; 
begin integer poZd; poZd:=p; 
LOOK2:= :f:i. A then B eZse faZse; 
p:=poZd 
Some procedures local to the procedure "formula" are only informally de-
scribed here. The verb "to read" is used in this description in the sense 
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of the scanning process, with its possible side-effects, described in 
chapter 2. These procedures are: 
Boolean proaedure OPERATOR (Zwbprio,upbprio,optr,prio); 
value lwbprio,upbprio;integer lwbprio,upbprio,optr,prio; 
[This procedure reads an operator, if possible, with a priority not lower 
than Zwbprio and not higher than upbprio; if this attempt succeeds, this 
priority is assigned to prio and the found value table index of the opera-
tor is assigned to optr.J 
proaedure OPERAND; 
[This procedure reads an "operand". Here "operand" means either a monadic 
formula or a secondary. The resulting value is delivered in the value table 
and pointed to by the global variable z, if para.meter q of FORMULA 
equals g]. 
proaedure DYADIC OPERATION(v,w); integer v,w; 
[This procedure performs a dyadic operation. The value table index of the 
operator Ji is found at the top OPST[w] of the operator stack. The value 
table indices of both operands are at the top of a value stack VLST, such 




Z ·-. VLST[v-1] w VLST[v] ; 
If OPST[w] points to operator y, then PRIOST[w] is the priority of y; 
PRIOST can be regarded as a second column of the operator stack. 
Now the main part of the procedure FORMULA is given by 
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Boolean procedUPe FORMULA (q); integer q; 
begin [declarations omitted] 
end 
:f1. :f1. LOOK (OPERATOR(l0,1O,dummy,dummy)) then true else 
LOOK2 (SECONDARY(f), OPERATOR(O,9,dummy,dummy)) then 
begin FORMULA:= true; 
OPERAND; 
:f1. q=g then 
begin VLST [1] := z; v:=1; 
PRIOST[OJ:=O; w:=O; 
while OPERATOR (O,9,optr,prio) do 
begin while prio s PRIOST [w] do 
DYADIC OPERATION (v,w); 
w:=w+1 ; 
OPST [w J: =optr ; PRIOST [w J: =prio ; 
OPERAND; 
v:=v+1; VLST[v]:= z 
end; 
while v > 1 do DYADIC OPERATION (v,w) 
end else -----
while OPERATOR (0,9,dummy,dummy) do OPERAND 
end else FORMULA:= false 
Note that after a successful call of FORMULA with q=g, the global variable 
z has been made to point to the resulting value. This was done either by 
DYADIC OPERATION if the formula was dyadic, or by OPERAND if it was monadic. 
As to the task of the procedure DYADIC OPERATION, there are two possibili-
ties. If the operator involved is elementary, the operation itself takes 
place within this procedure; if it is not, the operation is performed by 
using the operation declaration, contained in the ALGOL 68 program. This 
latter case has a strong analogy with the elaboration of a call, described 
in chapter 7. 
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6. The identification of identifiers and indications 
Before the treatment of the elaboration of a call, something should be said 
about the identification method used. As mentioned in chapter 4, by the 
declaration 
inti 
the integer zi, which corresponds uniquely to the tag i, is placed into the 
link table, toge~her with a value table index vi. This link table is filled 
consecutively starting at the top. At any moment it is known how far the 
link table has been filled, say up to line j, so for a new declaration, 
first j will be increased by one and then L[j] and V[j] will be used. Now 
if the identifier i has to be looked up, say for the elaboration of 
i := 1 , 
a search for zi is made in the link table, in the direction opposite to the 
way the link table was filled, i.e. starting at line j, then j-1, etc, 
until zi is found. This search direction guarantees that the most recently 
elaborated declaration of the tag i will be ta.ken, so if i is declared at 
the beginning of both a closed clause A and a closed clause B which is 
contained in A, an applied occurrence of i in the outermost reach of B will 
renult 1.n finding the declaration at the beginning of B. 
Now on leaving B we have to get rid of this second declaration of i. This 
is accomplished by storing the current value of the link table pointer j' 
into a variable joZd local to the Boolean procedure CLOSED CLAUSE on the 
entrance of this procedure, and by resetting j to the value joZd on its 
exit. Moreover, all values in the value table referred to by the link 
table lines that are discarded at this step, are released as far as this 
is possible. More specifically, such a value is relaxed, which means that 
its reference counter, being the value in column D, is decreased by one. 
If, as a result of such a relaxation, the reference counter of a value 
obtains the value zero, then the value involved is actually released, 
which means that its initial line is added to a free list and that its 
auxiliary lines are also added to the free list if these lines are not at 
the same time initial lines of values; if they are, however, they are 
relaxed, possibly also resulting in releasing, depending on the value of 
their own reference counter. The elements of a multiple value are an 
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example of the latter kind of lines. 
It is recognized that a straightforward use of this reference counter 
method had the disadvantage that values of a circular structure will not 
be released. This disadvantage is accepted in the present version, however. 
To the above description of the use of the link table, an extension is 
necessary for the correct identification of an identifier, with a giv~n tag, 
whose applied occurrence appears within a routinetext, since the dynamically 
last encountered declaration of an identifier with this tag need not be the 
defining occurrence we have to look for. This problem is solved by making 
part of the linktable "invisible", in a way similar to a method used for 
"protection" as will be described in the next chapter. 
In this chapter the identification of identifiers was sketched; nearly the 
same method, including the use of the link table and the value table, 
applies to the identification of indications. A minor complication occurs 
in the search for an operator indication, because here the mode of the 
operands must also be taken into account during the identification. 
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7. The call 
Consider the example 
proo plus = (int a,b) int: a + b ; 
plus (1, 2) • 
In the ALGOL 68 Report, the elaboration of a call is described by means 
of replacing the skip symbols of a routine by the corresponding actual 
para.meters, thus constructing an identity declaration. The interpreter 
actually constructs such an identity declaration on the elaboration of a 
call, for which purpose a free part of the array X, immediately beyond the 
final program symbol X[n], is used. 
So for the above example, the identity declaration 
int a=1, b=2 
will be constructed. 
Then this identity declaration is elaborated like one that is contained 
in the program text. To do so, the program pointer p makes an "excursion", 
i.e. its value is saved, pis set to n+1, and afterwards p will be reset 
to the saved value. Next, the remaining part, i.e. 
int:a+b, 
which is considered to be a cast, is elaborated by means of a similar 
excursion of p. 






(int a,b) int: a+b; 
ll 
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where the identity declaration 
int a=b., b=a 
would arise, which is obviously wrong. Therefore the Report describes a 
"protection" process. 
In the interpreter the protection problem is solved by ma.king the formal 
parameters "invi.sible" when they enter the link table, which means that 
. . 
1 
.,a .,b . instead of the small integra values v and v in our example, the values 
za+lOOOO and zb+lOOOO, respectively, are ta.ken. The term "invisible" is 
chosen because the incremented value of za is not "seen" on the search in 
the link table activated by the second part 
b=a 
of the identity declaration above, thus enabling the searching process to 
find the unaffected value za. After the completion of the identity declara-
tion the formal parameters are made visible, by decreasing their Z-values 
by 10000. So the formal parameters need not be changed in the remaining part 
of the routine. 
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8. The 1jump 
It has often been stressed that frequent use of explicitly written jumps 
does generally not improve the quality of programs. Therefore there is a 
tendency to reduce the use of goto statements in ALGOL-like languages. 
Typically, the interpreter itself contains only a single goto statement, 
used as an exit in the case of an abnormal termination of the program. 
Although it was. proved by Van Wijngaarden [5] that even in ALGOL 60, a 
jump can always be avoided, it is an ALGOL 68 concept and it has therefore 
been implemented in the interpreter~ Basically, a jump results in giving the 
program pointer pa new value. We have to distinguish, however, between a 
local jump of the form 
••••• ; goto Zl; 
and a non-local jump like 
; i1 : 
... ;( ... ;goto Z2; ••• ); ••• ); ••• ;Z2: ••• 
Especially for these forward jumps, it is appropriate to deal with defining 
occurrences of labels in the scan with q=h, i.e. before the more active 
scan with q==g. 
If such an occurrence is found, the value Z representing the label internally 
is put into the link table, together with the current value of the program 
pointer p. The latter value is supplied with a minus sign before putting it 
into column V, to be able to recognize it as a label. Moreover, in this 
label-searching scan the program pointer value p 2 pointing to the end of 
the serial clause is found, which we will need later on. During this scan, 
a new range, e.g. a closed clause, is skipped, since labels within it are 
not interesting at this stage. If now in the next scan (with q=g) of the 
serial clause a jump is encountered, the label involved is looked up in the 
link table, yielding the stored value of p. Now the jump is local if 





are the starting and ending point of the serial clause, 
respectively. In this case, the found value of p replaces the current value 
of the'program pointer and the scan is continued. 
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If ( 1) does not hold, however, the jump is_ non-local. Simply changing the 
program pointer is not allowed now, since this would have the following 
effect. The program text after the defining occurrence of the label in-
volved would be treated as if it was contained in the smallest serial 
clause containing the jump. Therefore something more complicated has to be 
done now. To sketch the treatment of both the local and the non-local jump 
in more detail, the reader has to remember that the interpreter contains 
a set of Boolean ·procedures calling each other in a hierarchical way. The 
appropriate place for making the test (1) and changing the program pointer 
in the case of a local jump, is the Boolean procedure SERIAL CLAUSE, because 
p1 and p2 are local variables of it. The occurrence of a jump, however, is 
detected in the Boolean procedure JUMP and the normal situation is that the 
elaboration of a notion takes place in the Boolean procedure corresponding 
to that notion. The former of these procedures does not directly call the 
latter, like it is not customary in an army that a genera::. gives a direct 
command to a soldier. Similarly, information from a soldier to a general 
usually has to pass a large number of intermediate levels. In our case the 
parameter q is used as a channel for this latter type of information trans-
port, i.e. from JUMP to SERIAL CLAUSE. It passes in this upward direction 
through the procedures HIP, PRIMARY, SECONDARY., TERTIARY., and UNIT. Conse-
quently the parameter q is a call-by-name parameter in ALGOL 60 terms. 
Now suppose that, in the Boolean procedure SERIAL CLAUSE the occurrence of 
a jump is perceived after a call of UNIT by comparing the values of q 
before and after this call, and that the found value of p does not satisfy 
(1), i.e. the jump is non-local. Furthermore, suppose that the serial clause 
under consideration, which we will call A, is preceded by an open symbol 
and followed by a close symbol, thus forming a closed clause A', which is 
in turn contained in a serial clause B. 








Now by virtue of the occurrence of a non-local jump in A, the remaning part 
of A is skipped, but the parameter q is left in its modified state. This 
means that a former but still existing activation of the Boolean procedures 
SERIAL CLAUSE, on analysing B, perceives the occurrence of a jump. Since pl 
and p2 are local variables of SERIAL CLAUSE, test (1) will now be made for 
the wider range B etc. 
9. Results and conclusions 
Both ALGOL 68 and the interpreter discussed in the preceding chapters, are 
still subject to modifications. Therefore the present version of this 
interpreter, listed in appendix A, will not be the final one, but maybe re-
garded as a first approximation. It consists of two separate programs. The 
first performs the lexical scan and produces output for the second. The 
interpreter has run successfully on a number of small but non-trivial 
ALGOL 68 programs, a few of which are listed in appendix B. The total time 
used by the Electrologica X8 computer for the listed programs was about 
12 minutes. 
As to the aspects mentioned in the introduction, the results are not dis-
couraging if one does not assign too much weight to the requirements of 
efficiency, error handling and completeness. The most serious drawback for 
large-scale applications is the extensive use of core memory. The error 
messages are rather cryptical and situations may arise where the interpre-
ter will not report an error but will deliver unpredictable results in-
stead, when it is dealing with an incorrect program. 
The language ALGOL 68 was not implemented completely. The implementation 
w~s not only based on the original Report [1], but also on a number of 
proposed modifications which will probably be accepted, such as the aban-
donment of the proceduring coercion. 
Apart from these language revisions, a number of restrictions were intro-
duced, including the following: 
- no bits or bytes structures are available; 
- no synchronization operations are available; 
- no distinction is made between local and global generators; 
- applied occurrences of mode indications must not dynamically precede their 
defining occurrences; 
- as transput procedures, only print, newpage, newline and space are 
available in the present version; the layout of a printed number may 
differ from the description in the Report [1]. 
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A more exact and definitive list of restrictions will be made when both a 
revised ALGOL 68 report has been published and some shortcomings of the 
interpreter have been eliminated. 
The choice of ALGOL 60 and the absence of a machine dependent object code 
make the interpreter accessible, in principle, for both human beings and 
machines that can read ALGOL 60. As a final remark, it should be mentioned 
that some concepts of this language, such as blocks, recursion and condi-
tional expressions have proved to be extremely facilitating tools in 
writing this interpreter. 
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,g~~t!II ALGOL 68 INTERPRETER, PART .2, L, AMMERAAL, MACHINE OtPENDENT PROCEDURES! FIXT(M,N,X! •• PRINTS X WITH M 
OIGtTS BEFORE AND N OIGITS AFTER THE POINT, A8SflXT(M,N,X) •• LIKE FIXT BUT WITHOUT SIGN, NLCR ••NEWLINE 
CARRIAGE RETURN, NEWPAGE •• GIVES A NEW PAGE, SPACE(N) •• GIVES N BLANK SPACES ON THE CURRENT LINE, PRINT(X) •• 
PRINTS X IN A STANOARO FORM, PRINTTEXT(1Sf) •• PRINTS THE STRINGS, EXIT•• TERMINATES THE PROGRAM EXECUTION, 
READ•• REAOS A NUMBER. NUMeERS MAY BE SEPARATED BY TWO OR MORE BLANKS (REAP IS A REAL PROCEDURE WITHOUT 
PARAMETERS) RESYM •• REAOS A CHARACTER ANO DELIVERS ITS INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION, (RESYM IS AN INTEGER PROCEDURE 
WITHOUT PARAMETERS) PRSYM(N) •• PRINTS THE CHARACTER WITH INTEGRAL RE~RESENTATION Nl 
!~!tGtB PLTC, PSAB, MAB, TMAB, OVAB, OVAB, MOAij, OR, ANO, [Q, NE, LESS, GT, LE, GE, PLUS, MIN, TIMS, OIV, OVER, 
~OD, UP, PLtT, LWB, UPB, NOT, ABSV, ODO, SGN, RNO, ENT, RE, IM, CONJ, REPR, ARG 1 NSQR, NEXP, NLN, NCOS, NACS, 
NSIN, NASN, NTAN, LRE, LI~, STBL, STIN, STRL, STCP, STCR, STNG, RINT, RRL, RSTG, NATN, STRW, STVD, JGLB, PART, 
rt1, FE2, LEN1, LEN2, MASP, NASP, 11, PP, MM, v1, V2, MINI., Ml, M2, ev1, BV21 
DQQbta~ UNEQ, MORF1 
8t1!.1,, PI, EVl, EV2, REl, RE2, 1Ml, IM21 
!b!,~tB ABBax ARRl1150ll 
!t:1!tgt2 AGN, AT, ATL., BEC, BITS, eooi., BY, CHAR, ci., co~, COI.L, COM, oo, OUM, EIT, CMPL., F, FAI.St, FIRM, FL.tX, 
rr,,L, FOR, FROM, fS, G, GOCN, GOTO, H, HEAP, I. J, IND, INT, IS, ISNT, L, ~oc, MEEK, .MODE, NEW, NfST, NIL, or, 
OP, OPas, OPROUT, P, PL.AS, PNT, PRIO, PRNT, PRoc, PX, 001.0, Q, REAL, REF, Row, SKP, STA, STRING, STRONG, TAG, 
TO, TRUE, UN, V, VOIO, VERT, VRL, WHL, z, Z1, NA, NX, NX1, NL, NMIS 1 NM1, NRNR, NR1J 
~Q2 1:= 1 -~Lbt Iaut QQ 
fl&:G!t:! 
ST~RT: AGN;c 1321 ATI: 1291 ATLI: • 11 8EC1: ij4J BITSI ■ 1071 BOOLI• 1031 BYlc 1701 CHARI• 1041 CL.I• 1191 
COL:11 12BI COLLI=• 21 COM:a 1221 01Vt•·561 001= 1731 DUMI• 11 EITI• 981 !:NTI• 62J EQlll B2·J f'I•,;. 3J 
fALSE;a 391 FIRM;:• 41 FLEXID 971 FMLI• • 51 fORI• 1681 FROM!• 1691 GI•• 6J GOON!= 16JJ GOT0111 16~1 
HI:• 71 HEAPI• 1151 J:: 0; !NOi= 41 INT:a 1011 IS:: 87; ISNTI: 881 I.ESSI• 521 MINI• 811 LOCI ■ 1141 
LWB:: 601 UPBI: 611 MEEK:: • BJ MODE:: 1121 NEW:: • 91 NILi: 167; Ofla 1611 OP:a 1161 OPtN1~ 11BI 
OPRCUT1c • 141 OVER:: 571 P:: 11 PL.US;: 7HI PNT;: 36J PRIOI• 11JI pRdC1: 991 REALI• 1021 REFI• 961 
RND:a 741 ROWla • 111 SKP;: 166/ $TR:: 951 STRING!• 109; STRONG::• 121 TAG;: 3; TIMSI= BJI TO;: 1711 
TRUElc 381 UNI: 1001 VOIOla 921 VERT;: 1311 VRL:• • 131 WHI..I• 1721 M~SP;a 201 NA:• 20001 NX~• 10001 
NL:= 5001 NM1S;c 10001 NRNR1• 500J NFsT:: 10; PL.TO:= 421 PSABI= 431 MAe:s 441 TMABID 451 OVABI ■ 461 
OVABI: 471 MOAB:: 481 OR:: 491 ANDI: ~01 EQ:a 511 NE1: 521 LESS:: 531 GTls 541 LEia 551 GEi ■ 561 PLUS!• 571 
MIN:: 581 TIMSI: 591 OIV:: 601 OVER:: 611 MOOJa 621 UPI: 631 PLIT:a. ~41 LWBI• 65; UPBI• 661 NOTI ■ 671 
ABSV;: 681 0001:: 691 SGN;: 701 RN0111 711 ENT111 721 REI• 731 IM;: 741 ~(;ON.Ji• 751 ARG;a 761 REPR1: 771 
Pl:a 4 • ARCTAN(l)l NSQR;: • 9091 NEXPI• • 9081 NLNI ■ • 9071 NCOS;a • 9061 NACSI: • 9051 NSINia • 9041 
NASNlc • 90J; NTANI= • 9021 NATNI: • Y011 CMPI.I= 1061 . 
lltli.!.t:! .!.t:!IE(;l;!3 Al!BeX X[11NXJ, MtSC[llNIIIIS], A, B, C, 0[11NAJ, I.IND, VINOl11NI.JI 
BtAb ABBax E[l:NA), RNR[11NRNRJJ . 
.!.t:!I,~,e aaaax VASP, WASP[llMASPJJ 
eac,EQUB& AOMC(JOLO)J V!LUE JOLOI !t:!I~G&B JOI.DJ CQMMEt:!I ADMINISTRATION TO CLOSE A RANGEi 
ll&i.!.t:! tQB JI• J Site• 1 Ut:!I!b JOLO • 2 QQ RX(VINO[JJIJ JI•· JOl.0 &~QI 
eBQ&&QuBE AOMO(JOLO)I !t:IIE§EB JOLOI ,c~~E!II ADMINISTRATION TO OPEN A RANGEi 
a,G.!.t:! JOLOI• J; J::: J + 11 L,INO[J!:• PARTI VIND(Jll•· • 1 't:!QJ 
DQCLEAt:! fBQCtQUBE ANOP(A, B)I llQQb&:a!I A, BJ CQM~E!II ADVANCE P ONL,Y IF A ANO SI 
DEilt:! !t:II&iEB POLOJ 
POLO:: ~I !E !t A I~E!I -B tL~E tab5E I~Et:! ANOPI• ?SUE tb5' 
aEli!t:! ANOPI= EaLiEI Pt• POLO !;!:IQ . 
E!IQI 
BEAL. eBQCEQUBE ARGC(R, 1)1 VALUER, IJ BEAi. R, II CQM~Et:!I ARGUMENT OP THE COMPL,tX NUMBER (R,1)1 
ARGCI ■ !E ABS(R) > ABS(I) I~,~ ARCTAN(I 1 RI + Pl I 2 • (~E. I 4 0 X~Et:1 SIGN(R) • 1 El.it 1 • SIGN(R)) 
ti.SE• ARCTAN(R / I) + Pi ( 2 • SIGN(l)J 
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STCR, STNG, STBL, STNG, STCR, STBL, STNG, STNG, S!~L, STBL, STBL, STBL, STtN, STCP, STBL, ,STRL, 
STCP, STBL, STCP, STIN, STBL, STCP, STRL, STBL, STCP, STCP, STDL QQ rtLLI PTOP(14, EO, 4)1 
PTOP(14, NE, 4)1 PTOP(B, LESS, ,>1 PTOP(B, GT, 5)1 PTOP(8, LE, 5)1 PTOP(8 1 GE, ')I 
EQB MM1• STIN, STIN, STIN, $TIN, STRL, STRL, STRL, STtN, STRL, STRL, STRL, STRL, ·sTIN, STCP, .STCP, 
STRL, STCP, STCP, STCP, STIN, STCP, STCP, STRL, STCP, STCP, STCP, STCP, STCR 1 STCR, STNG 1 STCR, 
STNG, STNG, STNG, STCA, STNG, STNG, STNG, STNG QQ 'ILLJ PTOP(1J1 PLUS, 6)1 OM(PLUS1 STIN, STIN)J 
OMCPLUS, STAL, STRL)I PTOP(9, MIN1 b)I OM(MIN, STIN, STIN)J OM(MtN, STAL, STRL)I PTOP19, TIMS, 7)1 
PTOP(9, DIV, 7)1 OD(OvER, STIN, ST1N, STIN, 7)1 OD(MOD, STtN, STIN, STIN, 7)1 
OD(PLIT, STtN, STIN1 STCP, 9)1 OD(PLIT, STIN, STAL, STCP, 9)1 OO(PLIT, STAL, STIN, STCP, 9)1 
OOCPLIT, STRL, STRL, STCP, 9)) OO(UP, STIN, STIN 1 STIN, 6)1 OD(UP, STRL 1 STIN, STRL, 8)1 . 
DP(UP, STCP, ST1N, STCP1 8)1 OP(LWB 1 STIN, STRW,· STIN, 8)1 OM(MWB, STRW, STIN)J . 
OP(UPB, STIN 1 STRW, STIN, 8)1 OM(UPB, $TRW, STIN)f OM(NOT, STBL, STBL)I OM(ABSV, STBL, STIN)I 
OM(A8SV 1 STIN, STIN)I OM(ABSV 1 STRL, STAL)J OM(ABSV, STCP 1 STRL)J OM(ABSV, STCR, STIN)J 
OM(OOD, STtN, STBL)I OM(SGN 1 STIN, STIN)I OM(SGN, STRL, STIN)I OM(ANO, STRL, STINII 
OM(ENT, STAL, STIN)I OM(RE, STCP, STAL)I OM(IM, STcP, STRL)I OM(CON~, STCP, STRL)I 
OM(ARG, STCP, STRL)J OM(REPR, STIN, STCA)I LI• L + 11 POS(L, STAL, G)I LI• L ·+ 2j STFN(NSOR, 4)1 
STFN(NEXP, 3)1 STFN(NLN, 2)1 STFN(NCOS, 3)1 ST,N(NACS 1 6)1 STPN(NSIN, 3)1 STFN(NASN, 6)1 
ST,N(NTAN, J)J STfN(NATN, 6)1 OM(1UOO, STAL, STVD)J LI• L + 111 OM(999, STIN, STVD)J LI• L ·+ 71 
OM(99S, STIN, STVD)J Ls• L + 7; 0M(Y97, STIN, STVD)J Ls• L + 51 11• REAPI !f I • • 1 .I~t~ tXITJ 
M(I • 11 11NCORAECT INPUTtll NEWPAGEJ 
EQB Ila RESVM ~~!kt: I ♦ 122 Qg PASYM(l)J NLCRI NLCRI ,a~~t~I 1~2• INTERROGATION MARK• END o, PROGRAMI 
Px1• Nx11• A[AP1 . 
CQB Ila 1 §Ite 1 UtiI!~ NX1 QQ XtlJ:• READI NMll• READJ 
EQB Lia 1 §Itf 1 U~I!k NM1 QQ MtSCtLII ■ AEAPJ NR1:• AEAD1 
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18EGIN' •co• COMPLEX SQUARE ROOT ,co• 
•COMPL' ZI 
•PROC' COMPSORT • l•COMPL' Z) 1 COMPL 1 1 
•BEGIN' •REAL' x ■ •Re:• ·z, v=• IP!• ZI 
1 REAL 1 RP ■ SQRT((IABS' X • SQRT(X••2•V••2))/2)1 
tR!AL 1 IP ■ (RP ■ OIOIV((2•RP))I 
(X>•OIRP '1 1 IP l 1AB5 1 IP 1 11 CY> ■ OJAPl•RP)) 
1 EN0 1 I 
Z I ■COMP SQRT I •1) I 
PRINT(( 1 R£ 1 Z, •1• , 1 1M 1 Z))I 
ZlaCOMPSQRTC1 1 11 •1)1 
PRINTC(NEWLINE, •REI ·z, •1• , 1 1M• Z)) 
•ENOI . 
•O I ·•1 






















1 PROC' , • (IJNT' A,B,K) •vo,0 1 1 




'FI' I . 
PU,2,4) 
•1 TO •3 PIECE 
•1 TO •2 PIECE 
•3 TO ·+2 PIECE 
•1 TO +3 PIECE 
•2 TO +1 PIECE 
•2 TO •3 PIECE 
•1 TO +3 PIECE 
•1 TO ·+2 PIECE 
•3 TO +2 PIEct: 
•3 TO +1 PI Etf: 
•2 TO •1 PIECE 
•3 TO +2 PIECE 
+1 TO +3 PIECE 
•1 To +2 PIECE 














'BEGIN' # TRANSLATION FROM DECIMAi. TO ROMAN# 
'MODE• 1 M•• 1 STRUCT 1 l 1 lNTI VAI.UE,•STRING 1 R)I 
'PROC 1 RDMAN•l 1 1NT 1 NUMBER) •STRINGII 
•tND• 
'BEGIN' 'INTI Nl ■ NUMBER,•STRINGI RESULT, 
II •M• TABLE: 
((1OOO,"M"),(900,"CM"),(5OO,•o•l,(400,•co•,, 
c100,•c•1,190;•xc•1,1~0,•L"l,<46,•x1.•>, · 
<10, •x•>, <9, •1x•1, 15, •v•>, <4, • 1v•1, 11, •1•111 
IFOR• I •TO 1 1 UPB' TA8LE 1 00• 
•BEGIN' 'INTI V. VALUE •or• TAf!LEIIJ, 
•STRING 1 R• R IQF 1 'TABLE[ 111 
'WHILE' V -<• N •001 (REsui.t ·+laRJ N •l•VI 
lf:ND• I 
RESULT 







•BEGIN' # TRANSLATION FROM ROMAN TO DECIMAL.# 
•PROC' CHAR IN STRING a ('CHAR' C, •Rl!:f' 1 'INT' I, 1STRING• S) 18001. 1 I 
('FOR• K •TOI •uPB 1 s •oo• (cestKJI ll•KIL)I •FALsE•, LI 'TRUt 1 )1 
•PROC• VALUE OF ROMAN• ('STRING• TEXT) 1 1NT• I 
~ • '"' TEXT = •• •THEN• O •EL.SE• ,. 
'OP' I ABS' = "CHAR I s) I I NT I I 
1 CASE t •INT I PI. CHAR IN STRING ( 5, P, • I VXLCDM• I I P I IN 1 
1,s,10,so,100,soo,1000 
1 ESAC 1 1 
I l'ITI V, MAXVlaO, MAXPJ 
•FOR• p 1 T0 1 1 UPB• TEXT 1 00 1 
'11' 1 (Vl: 1 ABS' TEXT[PJ) > MAXV 'THEN' MAXPl ■ PI MAXVl ■V 11'1'1 
MAXV • VALUE OF ROMAN (TEXT[I MAXP•lll . 
+ VAL.UE OF ROMAN (TEXT[MAXP+1 IJ) 
,, I I I · 







•BEGIN' # IN SITU PERMUTATION# 
11151 'REAL 1 X1•(3,14, 2,72, ,577, ■33,0, .1,41)1 
•PROC 1 PERfllVEC • C 1 REF 1 (11 I 1 REAL 1 V!C, t11 I I INT' P) 1 vo10• I 
•FOR• J 1 T0 1 1 UPll 1 p •DO' .. 
~ •StGIN' 1 1NT 1 Kl ■ PIJII 1 WHILE 1 K>J •D0 1 Kl•P[KIJ 
• 11'• KilJ •THEN• . 
•REAL' H8 VECIJJ, 1 INT• L:•PtKII 
•WHILE' I. ,.,11 J •DOI 




PER~VEC(X, (3,~,4,1,2))1 PRINT(X) 
•END' 





•BEGIN 1 f NUMERICAL QUAPRATURE # 
•PROC 1 INT• ( 1 REAL 1 A,B,EPS, •PROC 1 ( 1 REAL 1 ) 'REALI V) 1 REAL11 
IBEG1N' 1 PROCt INT1• (•REAL' xo.x4,FO,F2,F4) •REAL'I . 
~ 
1 BEGIN 1 1 REAL 1 X2S (X0•X4)/2J IREAL 1 F1 ■ Y((XO•X2)/21, 
F3: V((X2+X4)/2)1 . 
1 REAL' TJ 
1 1F 1 Tl= 6•f2•4•(F1+F3)+FO+f41 1 ABS 1 T < DELTAMAX ITHEN 1 
(X4•X0)•(4•(F1+F3)•2•F2+FO+F4•T/15) 1 ELSEt 
INT1(XO,X2,fO,F1,F21 + INT1(X2,X4,F2,F3,f4l 
t FI 1 
1 END 1 #INTl#, 





1( 1 REAL 1 X) •REAL•tX••2 ■ 3•X)) #•3,3333,,,# 
•,3333333333332.• 1 
I 
-..:J 
co 
1 
